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Northeastern District - BHS 

Leadership Academy 2018 
Course Descriptions    (updated: 9/16/2017)  See Instructor BIOGRAPHIES – separate doc.   

 
 
Chapter President/EVP 101 Class 
 
Instructor: Dick Powell EVP BHS  This 90-minute class session will focus on the “nuts & bolts” of chapter leadership.  During the short time we will have together participants will learn about:  

• Key things you need to do to get your year off to a successful start. 
• The business of barbershop and key management milestones throughout the year. 
• Practical tips for organizing and running your board. 
• How to work with your secretary and treasurer – and why they are so important to you. 
• Understanding your chapter culture and how to make that work for you.  Come prepared to tell us the best thing about your chapter and the one thing that worries you the most for the coming year.  We’ll do our best to help you!   

Chapter High Performance Leadership Seminar 
Instructor:  Dick Powell  EVP BHS  Fasten your seat belts and get ready for a fast-paced, multi-faceted ride through the exciting world of chapter leadership!  During the 2 hours 15 minutes we will have together participants will learn about:  

• The Power of Possibility and how to put it to work for you. 
• Transactional analysis and how to use it to manage conflict. 
• Communicating to influence the behavior of others. 
• Four distinctions of powerful leadership and how to make them work for your chapter. 
• Building trust that lasts 
• Neural linguistics – what is it?   Why should you care?  And how can you use it to make yourself a successful chapter leader.  
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This seminar is structured for “graduates” of the morning President/EVP class, plus repeating and experienced presidents, EVPs, secretaries, and treasurers.  Participants should come prepared to tell us about the best thing about your chapter, and the thing that worries you the most for the coming year.  Finally, throw away your concept of what this class will be like and come with an open mind.  You won’t regret it!   
Secretary Class 
Instructor:  Walt Lane  This class will be a 3-hour review of the current duties and responsibilities of the Chapter Secretary as the business manager of his chapter.  We will follow the outline provided in the 2013 Secretary Manual from the Society.  Included will be an overview of how the Chapter Secretary works with and supports the Chapter President and Treasurer.  Participants should download a copy of the 2013 Manual and bring it to the class on a tablet or laptop for reference during the discussions.  It is encouraged that all Secretaries are familiar with the Members Central webpage from the Society web site prior to participating in the class. (Find under “Members Only” on the Society Web Site.) Send pre-class questions to Walt Lane at wlane973@gmail.com.   
Treasurer’s Class 
Instructor:  John Englander  The Treasurer track is a guided discussion covering the items the treasurer needs to be aware of to properly manage and report on the chapter’s financial status.  It overs the Society’s financial accounting requirements and suggestions, as well as the IRS accounting and reporting requirements and includes discussions of any questions/problems brought up by any student. A combined session with the Presidents, Secretaries, and Treasurers covers common requirements and ensures each officer knows what is required of the other, in support of these critical positions. Quicken, as a financial management and reporting tool, is available on the Society web and is demonstrated.  Planning, building and using a budget to assist the chapter in its financial  goals is discussed. Experienced treasurers share experiences with other students to help all better understand what they need to do or need to avoid.  Needs, questions and concerns of all students, including students from Canada, are addressed.   
Marketing and Public Relations 
“Marketing Your Chorus – What Works... and Maybe Not” 
Instructor:  Steve Salamin  The Marketing and Public Relations track covers all aspects of promoting the chapter, from guests’ nights, show production and promotion to dealing with the media and how to plan and budget barbershop events.  Gain the knowledge on how to examine the needs of the 
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“Target Audience,” and provide tools for tailoring specific activities and programs.  Understand income sources and how to fund marketing.  Examine the “public face” that your chorus (or quartet!) presents in your marketing and how that affects your ongoing efforts. Review effective use of the web, social media, email marketing, SEO/SEM (what’s that?), as well as old tried-n-true traditional print ads, direct mail, radio, TV, lunar landers - and more.  Review how to align audiences with chapters and how to build relationships to take advantage of the resurgence of a cappella music that can help you grow your audience.  Class is assessment-built, informal and discussion-oriented, experience-based.  Steve exclaims: “No tests.  Everyone gets a A+ in my class. It’s what works.”  Steve also remarks: “Always looking for feedback and perspective on all-things ‘out-there’ in the 
Barbershop Harmony world!”   
Vice President of Program 
Instructor:  Joel Sutherland  Program Vice President is an oft-overlooked but important role in the operation of a healthy Chapter.  According to the Society's handbook, the duties of a Program VP are: • Develop yearly program of chapter activities. • Work with leadership and music team to plan enjoyable weekly chapter meeting formats. • Direct the weekly chapter meeting activities. • Direct activities of the program inter-chapter relations and community service committees. • Include a variety of activities, which can involve both members and their families. • Assist internal public relations officer, keeping members informed about coming events. • Along with the music committee, promote quartetting within the chapter. In my three years serving as Program VP, I have experimented with and developed various techniques and modes of thinking that help me contribute to the enjoyment of my brothers and the success of my Chapter each week. In this class, I will provide and introduce a "starter kit" for getting better at Chapter management: • Spreadsheets to keep track of how recently each song has been rehearsed, and to plan out activities, special events, etc. • Templates and tips for making useful and engaging weekly emails • Workflow for gathering information from directors and other members who should have influence on the schedule 
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• Timekeeping strategies to keep the rehearsal on schedule and productive • Advice on how to order singing, activities, and break to get the most out of your time • Activity ideas   
Vice President of Membership and Outreach 
Instructor:  Sebby Massa  You've probably seen the new Barbershop Harmony Society vision, right? Maybe you're wondering how that transfers to your chapter, or maybe you're sitting there thinking, "Great! Will that mean more men singing in my chorus each week?" In this course, we will discuss how the Society vision gives every chapter the flexibility to determine their own course of action in order to become healthy. We'll talk about ideas to connect with your local communities, and how to build and maintain bridges to other organizations that your chapter wants to partner with. Also part of this course will be a high level overview of membership strategies, and how chapters must be willing to dig deeper than just "membership" in order to discover the opportunities for growth and organizational change that will make your chapter a shining star among other local nonprofits/performing arts organizations.   
Building a Music Team 
Instructor: David Patterson  "Every Chapter, regardless of size, can have a viable Music Team.  It's important to remember that the size and responsibilities of the Music Team is "scaleable"... it is not "one size fits all".  Every Chapter is different, every Chapter's Music Program is different... so should the Music Team be different, to accommodate the musical needs of each Chapter."   
Down Our Internet Way: 
   Social Marketing For Barbershop and Personal Use 
Instructor: Michael Klein  More Music.  More Members. More Money.  Social Marketing needs to be in your toolbox if you are serious about changing your current status.  Does your group have a presence on the world wide web?  Are you effectively using the resources available with various social media platforms to advertise your chapter? In today’s digital world it has become increasingly more important to develop and maintain an internet presence.  For even the least tech savvy people, the internet is becoming a huge influence on the choices that we make as individuals.   In this class, we will explore creating a brand, email marketing, content creation and building a sustainable strategy for achieving your goals.   
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Those that have little to no experience or confidence in using Social Marketing will get the most out of this course, and the course will be directed at that type of student.  That said, all levels are welcome as we can all learn from one another.  Students that register early will be able to influence the content of the course as the instructor will be reaching out to tailor the course to your needs.  If possible, students should bring a laptop or mobile device on which they feel comfortable doing searching and building. Every effort will be made so that you leave with a resource or mentor to help you with your most pressing challenges.  There is no promise that you will leave with everything you need to know, but you will leave will a desire to learn more.  The course will run 3 hours and will repeat in the afternoon, although this may change based on the desires of the students and availability of guest presenters.   
Programs for a Healthy Chapter 
Instructor:  Guy Haas  We will present and discuss 7 different “proven” programs available to help Chapters have FUN and grow: How to run an InterChapter meeting (ala Beverly Bash) How to run a Barbershop Festival (ala Alton Bay Jamboree) How to run a “Chapter Spaghetti Supper” fund raiser How to run a “Free Singing Lessons” program How to get involved with a local “Charitable Cause” How to recover past Members and/or Guests The “Man-of-Note” program   
Vice President of Youth in Harmony 
Instructor:  Steven LeClaire  This course is for people who want to learn all about the BHS YIH programs and be a part of the program at their chapter level. It will cover all the subjects in the outline below including practical examples throughout the NED.  1. Youth In Harmony: The basis for reaching young singers 1.1. The purpose of the Youth In Harmony program 1.2. History of the YIH program 1.3. How to get involved 1.4. Purposes and goals of YIH Organization 1.5. Working with music educators and school administrators 1.6. A chapter-level YIH program 1.7. YIH activities for chapters and districts 2. Making contact 2.1. Identify schools in your area 
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2.2. Financial support 3. Elements of the YIH program 3.1. Clinics and festivals 3.2. High school and elementary school activities 3.3. High school quartet/ensemble events 3.4. Bank of America Collegiate Barbershop Quartet Contest 3.5. Working with music education coalitions 3.6. Education of music educators 3.7. YIH chairman training 3.8. HARMONY EXPLOSION Camps/Youth Harmony Camps 
  

Director’s Workshop 
Instructor:  Dr. Chris Peterson  The following topics will be discussed during the Directors’ Workshop.  
“Fostering Healthy Singing and Musical Performance Through Chorus Warm-Ups that 
are Fun and Engaging” This session will examine ways to warm up your chorus that are varied, fun, musical, and mentally engaging. You will participate in a demonstration of this type of warm up, followed by a discussion of the choices, purposes, and goals of the demonstrated warm up.    “Prerequisite Musical Skills for Chorus Directors” This session will examine the important skills that all Directors should work to perfect. Some of these skills are effective cues and cut offs, subdivision, filling up the space, looking like the music, teaching units, and effective rehearsal pacing.   
 “Creating a Beautiful Singing Tone” This session will examine specific techniques to make your chorus sound better by making them sing better. Topics will include creating lift and freedom in the voice and body, proper resonance matching, healthy breathing for singing, and ways to maximize the vocal potential of each man.   
 “Creating a Positive Rehearsal Environment” This session will examine practical ways to empower your men through a positive approach to the chorus rehearsal. Recent findings in the studies of "mirror neurons" and "social intelligence" will be applied to the rehearsal setting and the director/singer relationship. Fascinating evidence will be presented to suggest that your effect on the chorus is far greater than you may have suspected.   
 “What They See is What You Get: Examining Directing Gestures” This session will examine directing techniques and the gestures you can use to get any sound you want from the chorus. You will learn ways to get the men to change their sound, and also ways to improve how closely they watch your directing. 
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   “Rehearsal Planning for Both Short-Term and Long-Term Success” Failing to plan is really planning to fail. This session will examine practical tips for choosing music, planning for the weekly rehearsal, and also for planning and goal setting for the whole year.              
The Standing Ovation Program-Learn How to Create Artistry On Stage 
Instructor: Dianne Brooks  A new look, a new class - an introduction to an expanded Standing Ovation Program.  Learn about our stage voice, which opens our imagination to tell a story through song.   Join us for some basic steps to becoming better performers.   
How to Host a Convention 
Instructor:  Robert Bradley  The NED relies on host chapters to run successful conventions and the district leadership is always looking for host chapters.  If your chapter is interested in hosting a convention, learn what is needed to be successful from our VP of Events.  Even small chapters, and groups have sufficient resources to host a convention.  It does take a bit of work, and it’s a lot of fun.  Host chapters also receive a stipend for all their hard work.    END        


